The system is also proposed with good security architecture.
INTRODUCTION
VoteHere Inc (2002) defined an electronic voting (e-voting) system as a system in which the election data is recorded, stored and processed primarily as digital information.
Oostveen . A.M. and Bessdaar P.V. (2009) defined it is an electronic system which uses electronic ballot that allows voters transmit their secure and secret voted ballot to election officials over the computer.
Supervised electronic voting involves voters casting their votes before electoral officials who supervise the voting process. This means voters still have to converge at a polling booth where they can access the e-voting facility in order to cast their voters. This does not necessarily mean the official has to observe voters as they cast their votes.
As Nwogu Emeka Reginald (2015) puts it, So many challenges are associated with elections and electoral processes; these have made it even more difficult for countries that run manual electoral system to effectively organize free and fair elections. Consequently, most countries have introduced e-voting systems and platforms, in a bid to make the electoral process and system less cumbersome and easy to manage. Despite all these, there have been strong objections against the introduction of electronic voting in most countries, with several arguments backing the claim that the disadvantages of this technology far more outweigh its advantages. While some opponents of e-voting have backed their argument with the claim that an e-voting system makes high-tech electoral malpractice possible, others have persistently argued that such a system has very high cost of implementation and thus a heavy financial burden on any country wishing to embark on it, thereby discouraging some countries especially the developing countries from embarking on an e-voting project. These claims especially the later may not be unfounded.
However, pro-technology pundits have consistently countered this claim, arguing strongly that the introduction of verifiable, accountable, auditable and reliable e-voting technology in the electoral process can go a long a way in addressing the challenges of managing a national election. According to Ankit Anand and Pallavi Divya (2012) , electronic voting systems provide some characteristics different from the traditional voting technique, and also provide improved features over traditional voting system such as accuracy, convenience, flexibility, privacy, verifiability and mobility.
Regrettably, high cost of implementation continues to plague the acceptance of this technology, especially in the developing countries. This has resulted in continuous search for cheaper but very secure ways of implementing electronic voting, especially with the use of available telecommunication infrastructure.
This work suggests a way of integrating and implementing supervised electronic voting on existing GSM infrastructure, in order to cut down the implementation cost.
Scope of the Work
This work proposes a way of embedding supervised electronic voting on existing GSM infrastructure, in order to reduce the total cost of acquiring and implementing an electronic voting system Emphasis is more on cost savings rather than implementation procedures It did not discuss ways of securing this system from attack, it only suggested. 
REVIEW OF VOTING TECHNOLOGIES

Paper-based voting system
This system uses paper ballot, where a prospective voter would have to either mark the ballot space for their preferred candidate or print their thumb on the space using ink. This type of voting technology requires huge time and human resources. The advantage of this system is that casted ballots can easily be audited by authorized persons or group.
Lever voting system
In this voting technology, each lever is associated to a particular candidate. The voter pulls the lever to cast their vote for their preferred candidate. This kind of voting machine can count the ballots automatically, but requires considerable user training. Direct recording electronic (DRE) voting system This type of system records votes by means of a ballot display provided on a computer screen and stores such records in a removable memory. These machines do not transmit the cast ballots electronically. The election representative will have to transmit the result by hand carriage to the result collation centre.
Punch card voting system
Here, voters use metallic hole-punch to punch a hole on a blank ballot. This can count votes automatically, but may give wrong result determination if incomplete perforation is made.
Public network DRE voting systems (PNDRE)
This is an improvement on the DRE voting system. The difference is that cast ballots are transmitted electronically over a public network to a central server/collation centre. The votes may be transmitted as individual ballots as they are cast, or periodically as batches of ballots, or as one single batch, at the end of voting.
Precinct count voting systems (PCVS)
This system counts and stores the result in each polling unit electronically and puts it in a tabular form. These results are subsequently transmitted to a central location over public telecommunication networks.
Central count voting systems (CCVS)
This type of system collates the results from different precincts at a central location. Voted ballots are safely stored temporarily at the polling station. These ballots are then transported or transmitted to a central counting location.
The Telecommunication Industry In Nigeria
The telecommunication industry in Nigeria with more than enough voice channel capacity, very robust internet broadband services and good internet gateway facility can be placed in the class of well developed telecommunication industries of the world. The country also has a good mix of Global System for Mobile (GSM) communication networks, Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) networks and Fixed Land Line networks.
According to Nigerian Communications Commission (2013), Nigeria at the moment has a total of four (4) active GSM service providers that include MTN Nigeria Communications, Globacom Limited, Airtel Nigeria and EMTS Limited (Etisalat). These companies provide the country with telecommunication infrastructure for both voice and data services covering almost the entire landscape of the country.
Nigerian Communication Commission (2014) Similarly, the NCC in Nigerian Tribune (April 7, 2015) This data shows how developed the Nigerian GSM industry is, as almost all occupied areas in Nigeria have GSM connectivity.
Conventional E-Voting Design
The most important components of electronic voting are the electronic voting client or terminal (registers and captures votes (ballots) cast by voters), Electronic Voting Tallying Server (receives the ballots from the voting terminal, processes and collates the votes), and the Voter Information Database (contains the record of all registered voters). The simplest electronic voting design will be a Direct Recording Electronic (DRE) voting system that will embed all these components in a single unit machine. A more technologically advanced system will be the Public Network Direct Recording Electronic (PNDRE) voting system where the voting terminal and the tallying server sit at remote locations to each other. In this system, a medium of transmitting the ballots from the voting terminal to the tallying server becomes needful. The public network serves the purposes of transmitting the electronic ballots from the voting terminal to the server, normal client/server and also, server/server communications. Most of the current public network design implementations are a VSAT connection with Modem provided by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) except for non supervised electronic voting where voters could cast their votes from any computer with internet connection. Due to the high cost of acquiring bandwidth, and the fact that acquiring internet connection equipment like VSAT dish, modem and etc. is on the high side, this becomes even more difficult for countries wishing to adopt this technology, as this will amount to procuring this equipment for so many polling stations which will run into thousands of equipment for a country like Nigeria. This cost can easily be reduced if countries with well developed GSM communication infrastructure can maximize the use of these infrastructures and design electronic voting systems embedded on the GSM technology. 
THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed e-voting design involves transmitting ballots and election information over a secure GSM network. There are three levels on the entire network. These include the public GSM network (where the e-voting terminal nodes reside), the Demilitarized zone (host the proxy server that sits in between the public network and the private network and also hosts the e-voting forwarding server) and the secure Local Area Network (not accessible to nodes on the public network and houses the voter information database and the tallying server).
The forwarding server which is hosted in Demilitarized zone (DMZ) is the only server accessible to nodes (e-voting terminals) on the public network. It serves as the intermediary between the public network and the Secure LAN. The voting terminals have to go through the forwarding server to get to either the tallying server or the voter information database. The voting terminals do not know the Internet Protocol address information of servers on the Secure LAN. This information is only known by the forwarding server which performs operations on behalf of the e-voting terminals. This implementation is possible with Dynamic Network Address Translation, where packets are reencapsulated in order to route them to their destination nodes. The e-voting terminal connects to the network by using a data enabled SIM card provided by the Telecommunication Service providers. 
Fig3. Macro model of the proposed e-voting system
New System Operation
For voting to take place, the voting terminal and the forwarding server have to first authentic to the system authentication server. Keys are distributed between the voting terminal and the forwarding server. These keys will be used to encrypt and decrypt information during communication between these two systems. The preferred protocol for this is asymmetric key cryptography, while the service is provided by a public key infrastructure. According to A.V.N. krishna (2009), Public-key encryption (also called asymmetric encryption) involves a pair of keys, a public key and a private key, used for security & authentication of data. Each public key is published, and the corresponding private key is kept secret.
After authentication, the voting terminal on behalf of the prospective voter requests for voting privilege from the forwarding server. The forwarding server accepts the requests and forwards the request to the voter information database for confirmation of voter's record on the database. If successful, the forwarding server returns"voter eligible" information to the voting terminal. The terminal in-turn launches the election page for the voter to cast their vote following the necessary procedures.
In order to completely secure the Local Area Network (Secure LAN) from attackers on the public network, a form of cryptography is needed. We propose either a public key cryptography or a symmetric key cryptography. Since this is a private network, implementing public key cryptography will be somewhat costly though, it may be the most effective form of security. Implementing symmetric key cryptography will certainly be cheaper; however one flaw associated with it would be the danger of the shared key being divulged to, or sniffed by an authorised party. The complete operation of this system is beyond the scope of this work. The figure below illustrates the security architecture of the proposed system. 
Similarly, we can represent the entire cost of acquiring an e-voting system (not per polling booth) with the relationship below w t = nw + x t + y t + z t
where, w t = Total cost of acquiring e-voting system w = cost of acquiring e-voting service per polling booth x t = Total cost of other e-voting hardware (non polling booth dependent) y t = Total cost of non polling booth dependent logistics (human resource wage, etc.) z t = Total cost of telecommunication service for the entire system n = 1,2……….n = Number of polling booths.
For our proposed design recall that w = w new Then w t = nw new + x t + y t + z t also from our survey, z t ≤ 0 .05w t
One can summarily put the cost savings on e-voting implementation using the proposed system as Total cost saving on e-voting system = S t ≥ nS -z t (10) substituting 7 and 9 in 10 S t ≥ 0.4nw -0.05w t (11)
CONCLUSION
Though electronic voting promises great features, flexibility and ease, implementation has continued to be a major challenge to the use of this technology. The opponents of e-voting adoption have continually argued that the technology presents more challenges and disadvantages than solutions to its prospective users. This work has done a comprehensive cost analysis of the existing e-voting model together with a new model proposed in this work. This new model suggest a way of bringing down the cost of implementing e-voting in Nigeria by embedding the system only on the existing GSM network infrastructure in the country. This means that countries with low election budgets can as well take advantage of this system to key into the opportunities and ease offered by e-voting if they already have GSM telecommunication infrastructure. The adoption of this model will go a long way in lowering the cost of acquiring an e-voting system in Nigeria, thereby encouraging the implementation of this system even in average to poor countries.
